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Low-level memory management and data access for the computer algebra system Cayley
are provided by two subroutine packages . The Blockhandler supports dynamic alloca-
tion, deletion and resizing of blocks of memory, with compacting garbage collection and
indirect reference via "handles" to prevent fragmentation and permit workspace saving
and restoration . The Bitfield Package is a well-specified set of routines for providing
access to packed data . The paper discusses the packages' capabilities, programming in-
terface, and implementation in C .
1 . Introduction
The Blockhandler is a library of memory management routines that provides support
for the computer algebra system Cayley (Cannon, 1984) and for a number of other pro-
grams (see "Matrix Reference Manual" and (Richardson, 1984)) and algebraic subrou-
tine libraries (Bofinger et al., in preparation) . It provides facilities for dynamic alloca-
tion, extension, reduction and deletion of blocks of memory, with compacting garbage
collection .
The Blockhandler is array-oriented rather than list-oriented : the unit of memory for
allocation is an arbitrary-length block, not a linked-list node . This reflects the fact that
many algebraic structures (for example, permutations, multi-precision integers, polyno-
mials, group structure tables) are more efficiently stored in a contiguous dynamically
resizable array than in a LISP-style linked list . For reasonably large data structures, the
storage overhead required for housekeeping data is less in an array-oriented scheme than
in a list-oriented one (for naturally list-structured data with a small node size, a list can
always be maintained within a single Blockhandler block) . Moreover, virtual memory
references to contiguous storage are more efficient than to scattered list data .
There are several differences in design between the Blockhandler and the standard
C library memory management routines malloc, realloc and free (Kernighan and
Ritchie, 1988) . The most important is that, unlike malloc, the Blockhandler allows for
compacting garbage collection, in which active blocks are moved together so that all free
space is consolidated . To permit this, an extra level of indirection is required in calling-
program references to blocks, so that they can be accessed even after being moved : this
is provided by means of "handles" (see below) .
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This scheme has three advantages . First, availability of compacting garbage collection
deals with the fragmentation problem, which can prevent allocation by malloc even
when sufficient total free space is available, and which is particularly likely to occur
in many kinds of algebraic calculation where very large numbers of blocks of widely
differing sizes are allocated and deleted . Second, it allows temporary allocation of a
block containing all remaining free space : such a block is useful in Cayley as a work area
for such algorithms as Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration, where the space required cannot
be predicted in advance . Third, compaction and indirect reference allow all data to be
saved to a file for restoration in a subsequent session (without the need for complicated
pointer conversions): because indirect handles rather than hard pointers are used to
address memory, a session can even be restored into a relinked version of the program .
On the other hand, there are some drawbacks . Access to blocks through handles is
more expensive than it would be through pointers (see the definition of bh_access in
Section 3 below) . The cost can be minimized by an optimizing compiler good at finding
common subexpressions . Furthermore, references to a particular byte address within a
block require specification of both a handle and a byte offset within the block, so typically
take 8 bytes, whereas without the extra level of indirection a 4-byte pointer would suffice .
This has not represented a problem in the applications to which the Blockhandler has
been put so far .
Another difference from malloc is the extent to which the Blockhandler provides de-
bugging facilities . These include: the capability to check the workspace for corruption of
block headers, which can occur when the calling program erroneously writes beyond the
end of a block ; a facility for tracing the allocation, extension, reduction and deletion his-
tory of blocks associated with a given handle (particularly useful for analysing reference
count bugs in packages based on the Blockhandler : see (Bofinger et al ., in preparation)) ;
and the ability to display any part of the workspace . It is also possible to scan all active
blocks, repeatedly calling an action routine with an active block's handle as argument .
These debugging capabilities are particularly important for the support of Cayley, which
is such a large system that debuggers provided with operating systems tend to be of
limited use .
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper describe the public calling interface to the Blockhandler,
and some details of its internal implementation .
An important method of data representation for algebraic objects, particularly in group
theory, is as a tightly packed array of "bitfields" (fields consisting of a specified number
of bits) . Examples of data which can be efficiently represented in this way include permu-
tations, elements of power-commutator-presentation groups, and characteristic numbers
of subsets . Historical experience with the Fortran version of Cayley showed the necessity
for a carefully specified, portable set of routines for providing access to arrays of bitfields .
This remains important now that Cayley has been translated into C . The final section
of the paper describes such a set of routines, called the Bitfield Package .
2. The Public Interface to the Blockhandler
Programs that use the Blockhandler include a file bh_public .h which defines the
necessary types, macros and functions . In particular, it declares an integer type handle,
used for naming the blocks of memory managed by the Blockhandler .
The major functions have the following prototypes :
void
	
bh_initialize( int *yadr, int ysize, logical (*clbf)()
) ;
handle bh_alloc( int size ) ;
void bh_delete( handle *hptr
) ;
logical bh_extend( handle h, int new-size
void bh_reduce( handle h, int nev_size ) ;
A program calls bh_initialize to start the operation of the Blockhandler, passing the
address and size of a workspace to use for storage of blocks (this could be memory
provided by malloc or a static array), together with a pointer to a callback function,
discussed below . The function bh_alloc allocates a block of the specified size, measured in
units of one integer (typically 32 bits), then optionally initializes its contents to zero and
returns its handle . Function bh_delete frees the memory occupied by a block for later re-
allocation ; it also zeros the caller's copy of the handle, to improve the chances of detection
of an erroneous reference to a deleted block . The other two functions allow blocks to be
extended and reduced in size ; additional space added by
bh_extend is optionally zeroed .
(Separate extension and reduction functions are provided rather than a single "resize"
function for debugging purposes : in practice a programmer almost always knows whether
extension or reduction will occur, and it is useful to check this at run time .)
Variant functions bhby.alloc, bhby_extend and bhby-reduce are also available : these
allow, specification of sizes in bytes instead of integers . A function bh_setlto-zeroing is
provided to turn off and on the optional zeroing on allocation and extension .
The callback function provided by the calling program should have prototype
logical callback( int code, char *msg ) ;
The Blockhandler stores its address and calls it in the event of an error, passing a code
number and a text message describing the error . The callback function can print the
message in a suitable format to an appropriate output device . It may terminate the
program gracefully, or recover and continue in some way, for example, by performing a
non-local jump back to a restart routine (Kernighan and Ritchie, 1988, Appendix B8) .
With certain kinds of error, it is permissible for the callback function to return to the
Blockhandler. For example, if there is not enough workspace left to extend a block,
bh_extend calls the callback routine; if this returns, then bh_extend will return to its
own caller with a return value of FALSE to indicate the failure, whereupon the caller can
deal with the problem itself .
Thus the effect of the callback function is to provide modularity : it removes all details
of error handling and message output from the Blockhandler, and leaves them entirely
under the control of the calling program .
The calling program accesses blocks by means of a macro defined in the include file
bh public . h as if it were a function with prototype
int *bh_access( handle h ) ;
Given a handle, bh_access returns a pointer to the current location of the first integer in
the block named by the handle . The program may cast this to a pointer to any desired
type. Note that such pointers must be used immediately, not stored, because a garbage
collection might occur at any time, moving blocks and invalidating the pointers .
We illustrate how this may be used in an object-oriented programming style by an
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example, adapted from MATRIX, of a "vector object" . Types and operations for vectors
could be declared in an include file vec_defs . h as follows (the preprocessor constant
VARIABLE-LENGTH is defined as 1 in bh_public .h, and used as below for the formal
dimension of a dynamic array) :
/* Type for handles of vectors : */
typedef handle vector ;
/* The header for a vector : */
struct vec hdr
int vec dimnsn ;
int vec_elmts[VARIABLE_LENGTH] ;
#define VECHDR_LEN 1
/* Macros to access dimension and elements, and to allocate a vector : */
#define vec dim(v) (((struct vec_hdr *)bh_access(v))->vec_dimnsn)
#define vec_elt(v,i) (((struct vec hdr *)bh_access(v))->vec_elmts[i))
#define vec_alloc(v,dim) \
{ v = (vector) bh_alloc( VEC_HDR_LEN + dim ) ; vec_dim( v ) = dim
; }
Code for other vector operations can be based on the above primitive ones, as in the
following sample function :
#include "bh_public .h"
#include "vec_defs .h"
vector vec make_unit( int dim, int pos )
/* Create unit vector of given dimension, with 1 in given position
vector v ;
vec_alloc( v, dim ) ; /* By default block is zeroed on allocation */
vec_elt( v, pos ) 1 ;
return v ;
The Blockhandler also provides various debugging capabilities : see Section 1 . It is
possible to save the contents of the workspace and restore it later, through action routines
specified by the calling program ; restoration into a workspace whose size differs from the
original one is permitted .
3 . Implementation of the Blockhandler
The major. data structure in the Blockhandler is the workspace provided by the calling
program via bh_initialize . Within the Blockhandler, this is treated as an array y
of words - these are suitably sized integers, generally 32-bit "long" integers, though
depending on the host machine integers of greater than 32 bits might be used .
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At the bottom (low array index) end of y there are blocks, which may be active or free .
Each block has a three-word header and one or more words of data . A block is referred
to (internally to the Blockhandler) by its block address, which is a positive integer equal
to the index in y of the first data word of the block . The header occupies the three words
just below the block address - see Table 1 for details .
At the top end of y are storage words associated with the handles, which give indirect
access to active blocks; the handles themselves are equal to the indices of these storage
words from the location just past the top end of y, so are negative . Each handle has one
corresponding storage word, whose contents is usually a positive block address . Handles
that are not at present in use are linked together in a free handle list, indicated by
negative or zero values in the storage words .
Storing both blocks and handle storage in the same workspace, with blocks growing up
from the bottom and handle storage down from the top, ensures that space for neither
will be exhausted prematurely, before all available space has been used .
In the middle of y between the blocks and the handle storage words there always exists
exactly one freespace, which is a special area consisting of a block header and zero or
more words of currently unused data . Initially, freespace occupies the whole of y .
Free blocks are kept in a number of doubly-linked lists, classified according to the base-
2 logarithm of their size . This allows free blocks of suitable size to be located rapidly .
The addresses of the next and previous blocks in the list are stored in the third header
word and first data word respectively, as the Table shows .
The major algorithms of the Blockliandler will now be sketched, with some details
omitted or simplified. These algorithms make use of several private utility routines, in-
cluding
make-free
block, which frees an area of y, merging it with the preceding and/or
following block if free and updating the free block lists, and get-free
block, which seeks
a free block of at least a specified size by searching through the free block list for that
and larger classes .
Function bh_alloc begins by checking that enough room is available . It obtains an
unused handle, from the free handle list if that is nonempty, from the top of freespace
otherwise . It then seeks space for the block, first trying get.iree_block ; if no suitable
free block is found, freespace is used, after a garbage collection if necessary to make it big
enough (this is always possible given the initial check) . Next, bh_alloc sets up a block
header in the chosen place, and makes the handle storage word point to it and vice versa .
It applies
make-free-block
to any left-over space, and optionally zeros the data area of
the block (this can aid debugging of references to uninitialized data) . Then it returns the
handle .
Function bh_extend finds room to extend a block as follows. First it tests whether
the block is already followed by a sufficiently large free block or freespace, in which case
extension can occur in situ . If not,
get-free-block is called to seek a free block big
o ctive oc
	
ree oc reespace
y b-3 size o - oc zero
y b-2 ~~..P.~~Fnv-rr'-':T~-i7~
y b-1 1~T -l next ree o zero
y b user ata previous ree oc unuse
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enough for the desired final size ; if one is found, the original block is copied into it, then
freed . If this approach fails, a copy into freespace is performed if freespace is big enough .
As a last resort, the garbage collector is called to gather all unused room into a free block
immediately after the block to be extended . In all cases, make-free-block is applied to
any spare space, and the newly extended area is optionally zeroed .
The remaining public functions are straightforward : the function bh_delete merely
calls
make-free-block
then "adds the handle to the free handle list ;
bh.zeduce
adjusts
the block size and applies
make-free-block
to the released area .
The garbage collector works by gathering all currently unused space into one place
called the "target", which is either just after a specified block (for bh_extend) or at
freespace (for bh_alloc or prior to saving the workspace) . In its first stage, the collec-
tor starts at y[01, copying active blocks downwards and compacting them together by
removing any free blocks between them, until the target is reached . The handle storage
words of moved active blocks are located through the header word y [b-1] , and the block
addresses therein are updated . If the target is freespace, there is no more to do, but if
the target is a specified block there is a second stage in which active blocks above the
target are copied upwards towards the top of y (preceding a freespace of minimal length),
eventually leaving a single free block after the target block .
The macro bh_access is defined in bh_public .h as follows :
extern struct
int *ybeg ;
int *yend ;
} bh_pub ;
#define bh_access(h) ( I bh_pub .ybeg[ bh_pub .yend[h] ] )
The fields ybeg and yend in the structure bhpub are set up by bh_initialize as pointers
to the beginning of y and the word just after the end of y, respectively . To understand the
macro, recall that the handle h is a negative offset from the end of y ; bh pub .yend[h] is
the block address, a positive offset from the start of y . Of course, calling programs must
not alter ybeg or yend ; complete security for the Blockhandler's private data could be
achieved by using a C function instead of a macro, but this would slow down execution to
an unwarranted extent, because of the extra function calls and inhibition of optimizations
by the C compiler .
4. The Bitfield Package
Define an abstract data type called an (f, b)-item to be an ordered array of f fields
each consisting of b bits. The fields may be considered as either unsigned, with values
from 0 to 2b -1, or signed, with values from -2b
-1
to 2 6-1 -1 . The consecutive fields are
given the field numbers 0, 1, . . . , f -1 . As mentioned in Section 1, Cayley uses (f, b)-items
to store a wide variety of data, including permutations in base-image form, elements of
power-commutator-presentation groups as exponent vectors, and subset characteristic
numbers as bitstrings (with b - 1) .
The desired operations on (f, b)-items are as follows :
(1) insert a field in an (f, b)-item ;
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extract an unsigned field from an (f, b)-item ;
extract a signed field from an (f, b)-item, with sign extension from the high-order
bit of the field ;
copy one (f, b)-item to another ;
test whether two (f, b)-items are equal ;
count the total number of bits set to 1 in all the fields of an item (used when b = 1
to give the size of a subset) ;
perform binary bitwise masking operations ("and", inclusive "or", exclusive "or")
on two (f, b)-items, producing a third ;
perform bitwise complement ("not") on one (f, b)-item, producing another .
The purpose of the Bitfield Package is to provide a concrete implementation of (f, b)-
items and the field insertion and extraction operations (1-3) . The interface between the
package and programs that call it is machine-independent ; the internal implementation
of the package may differ from one machine to another . The package restricts the number
b of bits per field to a maximum value of 32 .
The package stores an (f, b)-item in an array of integers of some convenient type,
bf_int, which depends on the host but is typically 32 bits long . This type is declared
in an include file called bf_public .h, which also defines a macro bf_itemsize(f,b)
yielding the dimension of an array just large enough to hold an (f, b)-item, that is (on
all machines covered so far), the smallest number of
bf_ints containing at least fb bits .
Note that there may be some unused bits in the array .
The package provides the following functions to implement operations (1-3) :
typedef bf_int *item_ptr ;
void bf_insert( int source, int fldno, int size, item_ptr base ) ;
int bf_extract unsigned( int fldno, int size, item_ptr base ) ;
int bf_extract_signed( int fldno, int size, item_ptr base ) ;
Here source is the value to be inserted, fldno specifies which field,
size
is the number
b of bits in the field, and base is the address of the array containing the (f, b)-item .
It is important to note that the details of where a field with given field number is stored
in the array containing an (f, b)-item are not part of the specification of the Bitfield
Package, but rather depend on its internal implementation, so may differ from machine
to machine. Calling programs must not rely on any assumptions about the ordering of
fields or bits within the array . In particular, they must not attempt to extract or insert
fields of an (f, b)-item except via the package's supplied functions . Moreover, if an array is
treated as containing an (fl, b l )-item at one time and an (f2 i b 2)-item later, with fl :A f2
or b l #
b2,
the results will be unpredictable .
However, it is permissible for a calling program to act on the array containing an (f, b)-
item via bitwise operations, that is, operations which commute with all permutations of
the bits in the array. Operations (4-8) above have this property (for (5) and (6), think of
the scalar result as invariant under permutations) . Hence a calling program may safely
perform operations (4-8) itself, with results independent of the internal implementation
of the Bitfield Package from machine to machine . For example, the following code sets
array item3 equal to the bitwise "and" of (f, b)-items stored in items and item2 :
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nwords
for( i
bf_itemsize( f, b ) ;
0
; i < nwords ; i++
)
item3[i] = iteml[i] & item2[i] ;
Bitwise complement (8) presents a complication . The unused bits in arrays storing
(f, b)-items must have a consistent value, because otherwise bitwise equality testing (5) of
the arrays could give spurious false answers. Hence we stipulate that the unused bits must
always be zero ; this also simplifies calculation of the bit sum (6) . The calling program
should therefore initialize arrays used to store (f, b)-items to zero before commencing, or
use bh_alloc . The Bitfield Package provides a function
void bf_clear_tail( int fldno, int size, item_ptr base ) ;
to reset the unused bits in an (f, b)-item to zero (here fldno applies to a notional field
just beyond the end of the item, so should be equal to f) . It is the calling program's
responsibility to call bf_clear_tail after any operation, such as bitwise complement,
which might produce a nonzero bit in the resultant (f, b)-item at a position where all the
arguments have a zero bit .
A "generic" version of the Bitfield Package has been written in C : this should run on
most 32-bit machines with little or no adaptation . Assembly-language versions for the
VAX and the Sun-3 are also available, as is a small test program to aid development of
other machine-specific implementations . Cray-2 variants in C and assembler have been
developed by George Havas and Jeff Terstriep in the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign ; of these, the C version
using in-line macros was more satisfactory, because of the time saving achieved by the
avoidance of function call and return sequences .
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